ABSTRACT A new image feature extraction method for face recognition called Tri-direction 2D-Fisher Discriminant Analysis (T2D-FDA) is proposed to deal with the Small Sample Size (SSS) problem in conventional 1D-Fisher Discriminant Analysis (1D-FDA). Moreover, the essence of T2D-FDA is investigated, and the equivalence of the left-multiplying 2D-FDA of the original image matrices and the left-multiplying D2D-FDA of diagonal image matrices is verified if each column is viewed as a computational unit. Different from the 1D-LDA based approaches, the T2D-FDA is based on 2D image matrices rather than column vectors, so the image matrix does not need to be transformed into a long vector before feature extraction. The advantage arising in this way is that the SSS problem does not exist anymore because within-class scatter matrices constructed is full-rank in T2D-FDA. The proposed method is applied to face recognition where only few training images exist for each subject. Experiment results show T2D-FDA outperforms the current linear subspace methods in SSS problem on four public databases: ORL, Yale, AR and FERET face databases.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a feature extraction method [1] , [2] , linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is applied successfully to multi-class classification problems, such as face recognition, speech recognition, etc. The goal is to find one Fisher discriminant projection W to achieve the maximum inter-class and intraclass proportions, which is known as Fisher discriminant [3] :
where S b is intra-class and S w is inter-class covariance matrixes. However, a series of high-dimensional data encounter dimension reduction and singular value problems.
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Many methods have been proposed to solve the small sample size problem (sss) of traditional method in face recognition, such as discriminant feature method of Swets and Weng [1] , Fisherface [2] of Belhumeur et al., discriminant component analysis of Zhao [3] . All of these methods have two steps: PCA and LDA. However, the missing subspace contains useful recognition discriminant information, thus resulting in loss of discriminant information. Chen et al. [4] proved that zero space of the within-class scatter matrix contains abundant discriminant information. However, their method didn't make full use of information outside the zero space and encountered characteristic solving problem of large matrix. To process zero space, Huang et al. [5] proposed the N-LDA method and Yang [6] put forward the D-LDA method. Moreover, some deformation methods of LDA were proposed to process small sample size problem [4] , [7] - [9] .
All of these methods convert image matrix into one highdimension vector [18] - [20] . Yang et al. [11] , Yang and Yang [12] proposed 2DPCA method that directly uses image matrix, which simplifies the calculation. Besides, it uses each column of image matrix as the input feature, thus achieving higher recognition efficiency than traditional PCA. However, eigenvector of 2DPCA can't learn and reflect information of faces, but reflect changes of external conditions when expression and illumination of faces varied.
Recently, to overcome shortages of 2DPCA and solve small sample problems, Yang et al. [13] and Xiong et al. [14] proposed the 2DLDA algorithm. Kong et al. [15] proposed unilateral 2D-FDA (U2D-FDA) and bilateral 2D-FDA (B2D-FDA). Alsaqre et al. [16] proposed the Dia2D-LDA algorithm. The algorithm was similar with Dia2D-PCA algorithm proposed by Zhang et al. [17] .
However, these algorithms image covariance matrix constructed by 2DPCA algorithm. They only estimate image variance at the horizontal or vertical direction, thus failing to estimate image covariance more accurately from multiple directions. In this study, a three-direction 2DFDA (T2DFDA) algorithm is proposed. It can estimate image covariance from horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction. Before constructing the T2DFDA algorithm, the standard D2DFDA algorithm was proposed. This algorithm was applied in the framework of T2DFDA and proved that the premultiplication 2DFDA and premultiplication D2DFDA have same essence.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we briefly review the basic 2DFDA and Dia-2DLDA methods, respectively. In Section III, we introduce the idea, the theoretical analysis, and the outline of the D2DFDA method in detail. In Section IV, we propose three-direction 2D-FDA (T2DFDA) in detail. In Section V, experiments on ORL, Yale, AR and FERET face databases are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of T2DFDA. At last, we draw concluding remarks and a discussion of future work in conclusions.
II. INTRODUCTION TO RELEVANT METHODS

A. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FISHER DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS(2DFDA)
Let l be number of total classes and l i be the sample size of class i. For sample j of class i in the m × n-order matrix A j i , M is mean of all training samples.M i is mean of sample i. The intra-class S b and inter-class S w covariance matrixes are defined as:
Since S w is a non-singular value, the optimal projection vector W l can be acquired directly by solving the following generalized characteristic equation: where is diagonal matrix and the diagonal elements are characteristic values of S −1 w S b . Obviously, the number of Fisher discriminant vectors (d) can be m up to the most. Then, the following premultiplication 2D-FDA can be gained:
where 
The following postmultiplication 2D-FDA can be gained: It can be seen from this rearrangement that the essence only exchanges two parts of the every column vector, but won't change sequence of each part. Obviously, A and D (each column of vectors of A and D) are corresponding one by one. The original images were classified, so images after rearrangement are classified. According to statistical theory, the first column vector can be viewed as integral and each VOLUME 7, 2019 column vector after rearrangement still maintains random property of each column vector in the original image. This will be proved fully in Section 4.
The 2DPCA algorithm is used to process diagonal rearrangement images and extract features. The covariance matrix is called the covariance matrix of diagonal and is defined as:
whereD and L are total mean matrix and total number of training samples. Let W = [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w p ] be the n × porder projection matrix and x i be the principal component vector of the ith G (i = 1, 2, . . . , p). Instead of diagonal rearrangement matrix, the original matrix is projected onto W, thus getting m × p-order characteristic matrix:
Later, the standard 2D-LDA algorithm is applied to the characteristic matrix Y j , getting the Dia2D-LDA algorithm. In fact, it is equal to adding 2DLDA onto Dia2DPCA. The difference from D2D-FDA algorithm is that Dia2D-LDA algorithm uses diagonal rearrangement matrix of images all the time. More details of the Dia2D-LDA algorithm are introduced in Reference [16] .
III. STANDARD 2DFDA ALGORITHM ON THE DIAGONAL DIRECTION (D2DFDA)
This section discusses diagonal rearrangement images. The inter-class and inter-class covariance matrixes which are constructed by D2DFDA algorithm are completely similar with the standard 2DLDA. They are recorded as S b and S w . 
This is called the premultiplication 2D-FDA. In this way, the d × n-order characteristic matrix Y l of each image is gained. Similar with the FDA algorithm in vector form, discriminant ability of projection vector can be measured by Fisher discriminant criteria [1] :
where PS b and PS w are inter-class and intra-class covariance matrix of projection samples and det(·) is the discriminant of matrix.
LetD be mean of all training samples,D i be mean of the class i of training samples,D p be the mean of all projected samples, andD p i be mean of class i of projected samples. Then, Lemma 1: Let S b and S w be 2D inter-class and intra-class covariance matrixes after diagonal rearrangement. Then,
. Proof:
where
, where
and the vector W is maximized (J (W )), which is called the optimal discriminant projection.
Since each step uses diagonal rearrangement matrix, this algorithm is called diagonal 2DFDA (D2D-FDA). This algorithm is obviously different from abovementioned Dia2D-LDA.
Theorem 1: S w in D2D-FDA is non-singular.
Moreover, it often hypothesizes that row of φ S w is independent, so rank(φ S w ) =m.
Since rank(φ S w φ T S w ) = rank(φ S w ) and dimension of S w is m × m, S w is full rank.
Therefore, the optimal projection vector (W opt ) can be used to solve the following generalized eigenvalues problem directly:
where is diagonal matrix and the diagonal elements are eigenvalues of S −1 w S b . Obviously, the maximum number of Fisher discriminant vectors can be determined m.
B. POSTMULTIPLICATION D2D-FDA
Same with premultiplication D2D-FDA, it can define that:
And
Then, W can be gained from the equation (4). The projection is:
This is called the postmultiplication D2D-FDA.
C. ESSENCE OF D2D-FDA
The covariance matrix of D2D-FDA has specific significance in the vector space.
Theorem 2:
The premultiplication D2D-FDA is actually applying traditional LDA onto column vectors of matrix. Each column vector is viewed as one computing unit.
Proof: Since
where X (:, i) is the column i of matrix X. Therefore, S w is expressed by column vector of matrix of training sample directly. Similarly, S b can be expressed by column vector. Hence, if column of each matrix is viewed as one computing unit, the premultiplication D2DFDA algorithm can be viewed as applying the traditional LDA algorithm onto each diagonal rearranged column vector. Considering rearrangement method in Section III, it is easy to get the following deduction:
Deduction 1: If each column of the image matrix is viewed as one computing unit, the premultiplication 2D-FDA of the original images is equivalent to the premultiplication D2D-FDA algorithm.
Proof: For the premultiplication 2D-FDA of the original images, there's (20) where
where X (:, i) is column i of matrix X. Similarly, S b can be expressed by column vector. φ Therefore, it is unnecessary to use the premultiplication D2DFDA of diagonal rearrangement and premultiplication D2D-FDA of original images together in the proposed T2D-FDA algorithm. It only has to use one of them, because they have same discriminant properties and estimations are horizontal variance.
Since elements of each row of diagonal rearranged images are just diagonal elements of the original image, it is easy to get:
Theorem 3: If each diagonal element of the original matrix is viewed as one computing unit, the premultiplication D2D-FDA is actually applying the traditional LDA algorithm onto diagonal elements of images.
Proof is same as that of theorem 2. Therefore, D2DFDA indeed can acquire different recognition information, but its recognition ability is poorer than that of 2DFDA algorithm. Thus, the proposed new algorithm is discussed in the following text.
IV. THREE-DIRECTION 2D-FDA (T2DFDA)
Since the premultiplication or postmultiplication 2DFDA only emphasizes on correlation between rows and columns of images, but neglects other directions, it might useful information on other directions (e.g. diagonal direction) to discriminant making. The proposed T2DFDA algorithm considers all three directions. The algorithm process is ( Fig.2) :
Step 1: Calculate the premulitiplication and postmultiplication 2DFDA algorithms of the original image matrix by using equations (5) and (8), getting the characteristic matrixes Y l and Y r . Diagonal rearrangement of the original images is implemented and the characteristic matrix Y r is calculated by using equation (17) .
Step 2: Three characteristic matrixes are synthesized into one large characteristic matrix (Y l , Y r , Y r ) T .
Step 3: Calculate distance between features by using Euclid matrix.
Step 4: Classify using the nearest neighbor classifier.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this experiments, four standard face databases were used to verify the proposed T2DFDA algorithm. All of the experiments used the Euclidean distance and the nearest neighbor classifier. To test recognition rates under different sample sizes, the first k (2≤k≤5) individual face images were used as training samples and the rests were used for test. In this experiment, same quantity of projection eigenvectors was adopted and the highest recognition rates when eigenvectors range from 1 to 40 were compared.
A. EXPERIMENT ON THE ORL FACE DATABASE
Performances of the T2DFDA algorithm under different quantities of postures, facial expressions and samples are tested by ORL face database. ORL face database contains face grey images of 40 people, 10 images per person. Size of each image is 112×92. These images are collected at different time, containing variation of illumination, facial expression and gestures, and Figure 3 shows partial face images on the ORL face database.
In the experiment, each image is adjusted into 56×46. Results are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen from Table 1 that T2DFDA achieves the highest recognition rate for when the sample size is from 2 to 5. When training sample is 3, the recognition results are shown in Figure 4 .
B. EXPERIMENT ON THE YALE FACE DATABAES
Performances of the T2DFDA algorithm upon significant changes of facial expressions and lights are tested by Yale face database. The Yale face database contains 165 face gray images of 15 people, 11 images per person. Lights and facial expressions of each image are significantly different. Figure 5 shows 11 images of a person on the Yale face base. In the experiment, image size is 50×40. Experimental results are shown in Table 2 . The proposed algorithm achieved higher recognition rate than other algorithms except for when training sample size is 4.As training sample is 3, the recognition result is shown in Figure 6 .
C. EXPERIMENT ON THE AR FACE DATABASE
AR face database includes more than 4000 images of 126 people (70 males and 56 females). Each of these photos is taken under different conditions such as expression, lighting and curtain. We selected 60 people for experiment, each 15 images. Figure 7 shows a part of the images in the AR face database.
For comparison, Table 3 shows the maximum recognition rate and the corresponding different algorithms in AR face database. As training sample is 6, the recognition result is shown in Figure 8 .
D. EXPERIMENT ON THE FERET FACE DATABASE
The proposed method is evaluated on a subset of FERET database, which includes 1400 images of 200 distinct subjects, each subject has seven images. The subset involves variations in facial expression, illumination and pose. In our experiment, the facial portion of each original image is cropped automatically based on the location of eyes and resized to 40×40 pixels. Some facial portion images of one person are shown in Fig. 9 . As training sample is 3, the recognition result is shown in Figure 10 . For comparison, Table 4 shows the maximum recognition rate and the corresponding feature dimension of different algorithms in FERET face database. as the number of training samples increases, the recognition rate of most experiments will occur a certain degree of improvement. 2. Through data from Table 1∼4 , different numbers of training samples, the maximum recognition rate of T2D-FDA is significantly higher than other methods. 3. The reason lies in that T2D-FDA can obtain more discriminant features from three directions, which makes the resulting from the algorithm more discriminating than other methods.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This study proves that if each column of the image matrix is viewed as one computing unit. The premultiplication 2D-FDA algorithm of the original image is equivalent to the premultiplication D2D-FDA algorithm. On this basis, T2D-FDA can obtain more discriminant features from three directions. Experiment on ORL, Yale, AR and FERET face databases, the proposed algorithm is obviously superior to the current linear subspace methods. The time and space complexity of the algorithm is more complex than other methods. In future work, we need to optimize the solution of the algorithm and to extend the T2D-FDA algorithm to kernel via the kernel methods.
